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Pro Secrets To Dramatic Digital Photos A Lark
Photography Book
Provides an overview of digital sound careers, including DJs, music producers,
and recording engineers, and describes the knowledge, skills, and experience
needed to pursue a career in these fields.
Photographers! Your guide is here! The demand for high-quality photographs is
higher than ever. Whether you’re building your influencer rating online, capturing
the moments of a child’s life, or are looking for ways to improve your skills,
photography know-how is a must-have skill. Digital Photography For Dummies
helps you do more than pointing, shooting, and hoping for the best or slapping a
filter on a camera phone shot. This book introduces you to the camera settings
and techniques that separate okay pictures from frame-worthy portraits. It then
explains how to apply those skills to capturing your own portraits, landscape
shots, and high-action photos. Develop a better eye for image composition
Discover how to light photos better, including using natural light Learn to get
quick results in auto settings or take full control in manual mode Discover the
elements of exposure and how they influence the final product Find instructions
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on taking a formal or casual portrait Apply basic editing techniques to finalize
your image Go beyond photo apps and apply the techniques pros use for their
images.
AMAZON #1 BESTSELLER & #1 HOT NEW RELEASE IN PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTING! Indispensable tricks and techniques for great photos in any situation.
Free yourself from Auto mode! Revealing insider secrets and easy-to-learn
techniques for stunning photos, this book teaches you how to take beautiful,
professional-quality images anywhere with DSLR or mirrorless cameras. Focus &
Filter, a must-have guide by award-winning photographer Andrew Darlow,
features 50 techniques, 50 Pro Assignments and more than 250 color
photographs that show you how to capture: • CANDID AND FORMAL
PORTRAITS • SAFARI QUALITY ANIMAL PICTURES • SPECTACULAR
NIGHTTIME CITYSCAPES • BREATHTAKING FIREWORKS PHOTOS •
DRAMATIC HIGH-SPEED MOTION • MOUTHWATERING FOOD PHOTOS •
GLARE-FREE SHOTS THROUGH GLASS Whether you are advancing a hobby
or a career in photography, Focus & Filter includes all the technical advice you
need to hone your skills, from choosing your equipment and setting up your
studio to mastering camera settings, working in the field, and building rapport
with your models.
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Annotation Michelle Perkins explores ways of producing interesting - even
surprising - photographic effects. Beginning with techniques for digital cameras,
she shows readers how to use 'incorrect' exposures to produce some striking
images and how poor focus can be consciously applied for dramatic results. Also
covered are tips for photographing reflections for pleasingly distorted or abstract
images, presenting extreme close-up views of subjects and more. Perkins then
moves on to demonstrate how to use basic digital imaging software to take
images to the next levels.
This attractive boxed set includes: The Digital Photography Book, Part 1, 2nd
Edition (ISBN 0321934946), The Digital Photography Book, Part 2, 2nd Edition
(ISBN 0321948548), The Digital Photography Book, Part 3 (ISBN 0321617657),
The Digital Photography Book, Part 4 (ISBN 0321773020), and The Digital
Photography Book, Part 5 (0133856887). Scott Kelby, the man who changed the
"digital darkroom" forever, shows which buttons to push, which settings to use,
when to use them, and hundreds of the most closely guarded photographic
"tricks of the trade" to get budding photographers shooting dramatically betterlooking, sharper, more colorful, more professional-looking photos with their digital
camera every time they press the shutter button. Scott tackles the most important
side of digital photography–how to take pro-quality shots using the same tricks
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today's top digital pros use (and it's easier than you'd think). Each chapter is
packed with plain English tips on using flash, shooting close-up photography,
travel photography, shooting people, and even how to build a studio from scratch,
where he demystifies the process so anyone can start taking pro-quality portraits
today! Plus, he's got full chapters on his most requested topics, including loads of
tips for landscape photographers, wedding photographers, and sports
photographers. Chapter after chapter, page after page, Scott shares all the pros'
secrets for making your photos look more professional, no matter what you're
shooting. This bundle has a value of US $125.
The techniques illustrated in this handbook inspire photographers to take
photographs when they would otherwise put their camera away—in low-light and
nighttime situations. A comprehensive discussion of color and tone teaches
photographers how to change their overall perceptions in low-light environments
and adjust their exposure settings and filters to suit a variety of light levels. The
most adverse lighting situations are covered, such as floodlit cityscapes,
lightning, sunsets, stage shows, and fireworks. Tips on taking advantage of the
digital environment's ability to manipulate and enhance low-light images both
during and after the photo shoot are offered and technical information on both
cameras and the latest software is discussed.
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With over 800 of the most closely guarded photographic “tricks of the trade,” this
boxed set–consisting of all four parts of Scott Kelby’s best-selling series, The
Digital Photography Book–is the ultimate resource for any one who wants to
shoot dramatically better-looking, sharper, more colorful, more professionallooking photos every time. Camera technology advances quickly, and with this
boxed set now including updated editions of Parts 1 and 2, readers will find
refreshed tips and tricks to be current for today's photographer. The equipment
Scott uses and recommends to the reader has been updated, as well as prices,
links, and pictures. In Part 1, Scott has added a new chapter, addressing the top
10 things he wishes he would've been taught when he was just starting out in
photography. And, there is a whole new section in Part 2 entitled "The Seven
Deadly Sins of Landscape Photography," where Scott discusses the biggest
traps in landscape shots-and how to avoid them in order to create breathtaking
imagery. Scott Kelby, the man who changed the “digital darkroom” forever with
his groundbreaking, best-selling The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers,
now tackles the most important side of digital photography–how to take
professional-quality shots using the same tricks today’s top digital pros use (and
it’s easier than you think). These aren’t books of theory, full of confusing jargon
and detailed concepts. These are books on which button to push, which setting to
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use, and when to use it. Each page covers a single concept on how to make your
photography better. Every time you turn the page, you’ll learn another pro
setting, tool, or trick to transform your work from snapshots into gallery prints. If
you’re tired of shots that look “okay,” and if you’re tired of looking in
photography magazines and thinking, “Why don’t my shots look like that?” then
these are the books for you.
Have you ever wondered what it is that professional photographers do day in and
day out that enables them to take consistently compelling images? Or thought
that unravelling the insider secrets of the professionals could inspire you? Nature
Photography: Insider Secrets from the World's Top Digital Photography
Professionals takes a contemporary and innovative approach to revealing the
day-to-day habits of the world's most successful wildlife, landscape and macro
photographers, divulging the core skills and techniques through which they excel.
This book is crammed full with expert advice taken from the world's leading pros
directly from the field. It will empower the development of your skills to a
professional level and fire your imagination. Starting with the basics of how to
plan a rewarding field trip, whether locally or afar, for one day or a month, and
covering all aspects of camera handling and photographic technique including:
how to make perfect exposures every time, ensure pin-sharp images of moving
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subjects, decipher the complexities of camera menus and controls, and break
through the mysteries of composition. And, having learned the secrets to
success, the book maps out some simple yet powerful photo exercises and selfassignments to encourage you to explore all facets of digital photography and put
into practice the essential skills that will make you, too, a highly successful
photographer.
The popularity of specialist periodicals testifies to the fact that landscape
photography is perhaps the single most popular genre among hobbyist DSLR
owners. In this title, experienced professional landscape photographer Carl
Heilman II gives the benefit of a lifetime spent shooting spectacular wilderness
and mountain shots, offering a host of easy-to-digest tips and tricks that will allow
photographers of all abilities to lift their landscape work to the next level. The
reader will learn how to harness natural drama, use difficult lighting situations to
your advantage and capture unusual perspectives, all the while benefiting from
Carl’s clear instruction and beautiful landscape work.
With over 800 of the most closely guarded photographic “tricks of the trade,” this
boxed set—consisting of all four parts of Scott Kelby’s best-selling series, The
Digital Photography Book—is the ultimate resource for any one who wants to
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looking photos every time. Scott Kelby, the man who changed the “digital
darkroom” forever with his groundbreaking, best-selling The Photoshop Book for
Digital Photographers, now tackles the most important side of digital
photography—how to take professional-quality shots using the same tricks
today’s top digital pros use (and it’s easier than you think). These aren’t books
of theory, full of confusing jargon and detailed concepts. These are books on
which button to push, which setting to use, and when to use it. Each page covers
a single concept on how to make your photography better. Every time you turn
the page, you’ll learn another pro setting, tool, or trick to transform your work
from snapshots into gallery prints. If you’re tired of shots that look “okay,” and if
you’re tired of looking in photography magazines and thinking, “Why don’t my
shots look like that?” then these are the books for you.
Three Digital Field Guides in one information-packed e-book bundle Digital
photographers are always looking for information on the
fundamentals--composition, exposure, and lighting--and often they turn to Digital
Field Guides. Now you can get the popular Composition Digital Field Guide,
Exposure Digital Field Guide, and Lighting Digital Field Guide in this handy, threein-one, e-book bundle. It includes every bit of the essential information, useful
tips, and savvy techniques you love from the printed books, but in an e-book
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format. From setting a mood with lighting; to mixing ISO, aperture, and shutter
speed to optimize exposure; to composing shots that will compel and fascinate
viewers, it's all here, in an electronic format you can pull up easily on your tablet,
Kindle, or Nook. Includes three popular photography guides, Composition Digital
Field Guide, Exposure Digital Field Guide, and Lighting Digital Field Guide, in
one e-book set Shows you when, where, and how to create and capture perfect
light, every time Walks you through the complex techniques of good exposure,
helping hobbyists grow into serious photographers Helps you combine and place
elements in a frame and compose compelling photos Combining digital
photography and e-books, the best in today's technology, Photography
Techniques Digital Field Guide 3-Book Set is your e-ticket to producing better
photos.
BOOK #1: Digital Photography: 23 Pro Tips to Dramatic Digital Photos The digital
revolution has affected every area of our lives and photography is no exception.
It's claimed that today anybody can create great, dramatic digital images with
little or no effort. However, this claim ignores the fact that art, skill, talent and
sheer hard work are all still required to become a great photographer. If you've
ever wondered why your images lack that certain something, despite using high
quality digital technology, then this book is for you! BOOK #2: GoPro Camera:
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Begginer's Steps on How to Use GoPro Hero 3 and GoPro Hero 3+ Cameras For
a person that is all about taking things to the extreme, the GoPro series of
cameras are an essential part of the overall experience. Often when a person
uses one of these it is for a number of reasons as these cameras have been
used in a number of sports to give both the person using it as well as those that
want a bird's eye view of things to see what it is like from their perspective.
BOOK #3: Digital Photography: Sharpen Your Eye! Tips and Tricks for Mastering
Aperture, Shutter Speed, ISO and Exposure You've mastered the basic functions
of your DSLR and are ready to take your digital photography to the next level. It's
time to trade in your camera's automatic adjustments and take full control of your
photographs. A good DSLR camera is a powerful tool, offering you the ability to
adjust when and how much light it takes in. By following these easy-to-read tips
and techniques, your photos will go from awesome to mind blowing! BOOK #4:
GoPro Camera: Gain Advanced Knowledge for Fantastic Footage with GoPro
Hero 3 and GoPro Hero 3+ Cameras You've maxed out the out of the box
abilities of your new GoPro Hero3 action camera, and you're ready to take your
shooting to the next level. Before your next skydiving, mountain biking,
skateboarding, or skiing trip, pick up a copy of this useful book filled with
awesome hints, tips, tricks, and instructions that will take your GoPro skills to the
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next level! BOOK #5: Photography: Complete Guide to Mastering Light in Your
Photography: 48 Simple Ways To Improve Your Photos. The Magic of the Light,
An Introductory Guide to Better Photography Lighting will show you how you can
use light to your advantage. Taking you through a number of different scenarios,
you will begin to understand how you can use natural and diffused light in order
to help you take the perfect photograph. BOOK #6: Photography: 8 Simple Tips
on How You Can Use the Light in Photography Better Ah amazingly! This book is
a true guide for beginners and an ultimate guide for the photography
professionals, covering the most significant factor of photography i.e. capturing
light. The core theme of this book is realistic regarding light is the root factor in
photography. BOOK #7: The Beginners Guide To Photography: Simple Tips &
Tricks to Capture Exquisite Photographs Like a Pro Nowadays, it is so very easy
to freeze time, capture a moment and have it lasting forever. You see everyone
on the streets and in their homes with their cameras, shooting away and saving
their photographs and sharing them with the world. Getting Your FREE Bonus
Read this book, and find "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter right after the
introduction or after the conclusion.
BOOK #1: Digital Photography: 23 Pro Tips to Dramatic Digital PhotosThe digital
revolution has affected every area of our lives and photography is no exception.
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It's claimed that today anybody can create great, dramatic digital images with
little or no effort. However, this claim ignores the fact that art, skill, talent and
sheer hard work are all still required to become a great photographer. If you've
ever wondered why your images lack that certain something, despite using high
quality digital technology, then this book is for you! BOOK #2: Digital
Photography: Experizing Aperture, Shutter Speed, ISO and
ExposurePhotography affords us the opportunity to be creative and get outside
ourselves every time we take off the lens cap and pull the camera of its bag.
Unfortunately, if you only take pictures with the automatic settings on your
camera, you will never use the camera to its full potential and you will never
achieve the kind of pictures you are capable of creating. BOOK #3: GoPro
Camera: Begginer's Steps on How to Use GoPro Hero 3 and GoPro Hero 3+
CamerasFor a person that is all about taking things to the extreme, the GoPro
series of cameras are an essential part of the overall experience. Often when a
person uses one of these it is for a number of reasons as these cameras have
been used in a number of sports to give both the person using it as well as those
that want a bird's eye view of things to see what it is like from their perspective.
This book is designed to give a person that has never had any contact with a
GoPro 3 or a GoPro 3+ camera all that they will need to know in order to take the
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camera from the box and attach it and begin to use it in no time at all. In this book
you will learn the following.BOOK #4: GoPro Camera: Gain Advanced
Knowledge for Fantastic Footage with GoPro Hero 3 and GoPro Hero 3+
CamerasYou've maxed out the out of the box abilities of your new GoPro Hero3
action camera, and you're ready to take your shooting to the next level. Before
your next skydiving, mountain biking, skateboarding, or skiing trip, pick up a copy
of this useful book filled with awesome hints, tips, tricks, and instructions that will
take your GoPro skills to the next level!BOOK #5: GoPro Camera: 22 Amazing
Tips How to Use GoPro Hero 4 Camera Now that you own a GoPro Hero4 you
should want to learn how to properly. This book features several tips that allow
you to do just that. But before you think this is just another GoPro user guide you
should know that beyond just a few useful tips this book will give you exact
methods on how to properly distribute your content online once you've recorded
it.The differences don't stop there, we also provide step-by-step techniques for
building GoPro mounts which will further separate you from everyone else
including a mount which allows you to record aerial shoots without the need for a
drone.BOOK #6: The Beginners Guide To Photography: Simple Tips & Tricks to
Capture Exquisite Photographs Like a ProNowadays, it is so very easy to freeze
time, capture a moment and have it lasting forever. You see everyone on the
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streets and in their homes with their cameras, shooting away and saving their
photographs and sharing them with the world. Yet very few among them have the
knowledge and skill to use the mystical tool called the camera to create exquisite
photographs that not only freeze time but also tell a story. If making exquisite
photographs like a pro is your desire, then you should look no more because this
book has all you need to know if you want to be a cut above the rest.Getting Your
FREE BonusRead this book, and find "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter right
after the introduction or after the conclusion.
Do you have Photoshop Lightroom or are you thinking about getting it? Do you
want to improve your photo-editing skills? Are you looking for easy to follow
image post-processing tips that you can easily implement?If you answered "YES"
to all the questions above, then "Photoshop: Lightroom for Digital Photographers
- 20 Lightroom Lifesaver Tips!" is the perfect book for you.The book features 20
incredible and easy Lightroom tips that you can use to improve the quality of your
photos, and become a better photographer at the same time.You need this book
if you:* Have your own website or blog* Have Lightroom* Want to become better
at photo editing* Love photography* Would like to turn your hobby into a
photography business opportunity* Want to find Lightroom tips and tricks that are
easy to understandThis book will teach you to:* Protect your digital property with
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watermarks* Clean-edit your photos* Make food appear more delicious* Create
old-school film-style images* Edit baby portraits* Create a desaturated cinema
effect for a dramatic vibeYou will also learn more about:* Using a Graduated
filter* Creating Pastel effects* Using the Crop Tool Overlay* Making slideshows*
Correcting colors* Black and white conversion, etc.The primary idea behind this
book is to include multiple tips and tricks without overwhelming readers or
including complicated tutorials. You'll easily follow all these guidelines regardless
of the level of your photography skills. To master Lightroom easily, all you have
to do is purchase this book.
An exciting collection of tips and tricks to help you make the most out of this
amazing low-cost piece of software. We'll help you uncover some of the secrets
hidden in Adobe Photoshop Elements 2, as well as nifty shortcuts—you'll work
more effectively and have more time to play! You can learn a lot by
experimenting, but it would take you a very long time to pick up the tips and tricks
we show you in this book. We've pooled the knowledge of some highly
experienced professionals to help provide this handy reference, and ordered
them in a clear, logical way—keep this by your side and you'll certainly save time,
as well as discover interesting and surprising new ways to manipulate your
images. Whether you're just getting to grips with Elements or a more experienced
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user, this a great addition to your library, that you'll find you want to refer to time
and again. We've packed this book full of tips on a wide range of subjects—from
making selections to effects and filters—it's all here! Hundreds of hints come thick
and fast, from half a page to two pages, every one designed to be used in a
variety of situations. Each tip comes with a picture and information about how
and when it's likely to be useful, so you'll know when to put it into action!
Improve your photography with more than 200 lighting tips from a top
photographer Written by Canon Explorer of Light Rick Sammon and leading
fashion and studio photographer Vered Koshlano, this guide is packed with
professional advice on the essential element of photography: lighting. It provides
detailed information and insider secrets that are bound to make you a better
photographer. You'll learn the basics of studio lighting as well as how to achieve
special effects. A 90-minute DVD is included, with additional tips on using
reflectors, diffusers, accessory flashes, and more. Explores the basics of studio
lighting in various situations Features more than 200 lighting tips and secrets for
planning and taking the most impressive digital images in the studio Compares
available camera equipment, accessories, software, and printing options Covers
post-shoot digital darkroom techniques and workflow tips and tricks Companion
DVD includes advice on making the most of accessories such as diffusers,
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reflectors, and accessory flashes Written by two top professional photographers
and illustrated with full-color examples Studio and Location Lighting Secrets
provides information from the pros to improve your photograpic skills. Note: CDROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
All you wanted to know about digital photography - How you can get professional
results with your equipment. You enjoy photography as a hobby and own (or are
out to get) a great digital camera. This book, with advise from over a hundred
experts, emphasizes the importance of getting the best possible shot when taking
the picture, to make your hobby more enjoyable. You don't have to work as hard
if you make the correct exposure to begin with. Each chapter helps you to really
understand what you need; a clear bottom line on how to approach the person or
subject you want to photograph. You'll see some improvement in your pictures
the moment you pick up your camera after going through this book. It has
equipment recommendations and shooting tips for the person that has just
bought a digital camera to the person that uses it to make a living. There are
even tips on how to process the digital photographs and how to best print them.
Photography can be more fun if you get results you like by using some of the
basic principles used by professional photographers. This is one of the least
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expensive camera related purchases that you will make to bring your excitement
of photography to a new level. We're quite certain you won't be disappointed, and
you can expect your copy to become dog eared from use. Covering - Digital
Photography Tips You Must Know If You Want to Produce Truly Professional
Photographs! - Digital Photography - Little Marketing Steps That Will Boost Your
Photography Sales Part 5 - Digital Photography Tips - How To Select The
Correct File Format To Improve Your Photos - Learn Digital Photography Review For Konica Minolta Maxxum 7D Digital SLR Camera - Learn Digital
Photography Now - Solving Some Concerns In Digital Macro Photography Digital Photography Business Ideas - How Can Use My Digital Camera To Make
Money? - The Complete Digital Photography Lighting Guide: 100% Improvement
On Your Photos - Learn Digital Photography - Frames Within Frames Add
Excitement to Your Photos - Learn Digital Photography - Fill the Frame For More
Dramatic Photos in 6 Steps And much, much more
In this new edition, Patrick Tucker retains the engaging style and useful structure
of the first edition while addressing significant changes in current technology,
ensuring that this volume will remain an indispensable resource for contemporary
students of screen acting. Updated for a new decade of screen performance
possibilities, Secrets of Screen Acting is a magician's box of acting tricks for
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today's performer and makes the distinction between acting for the stage and for
the screen. He explains that the actor, instead of starting with what is real and
trying to portray that on screen, should work with the realities of the shoot itself,
and then work out how to make it all appear realistic. Tucker has created and
developed several screen acting of a courses, and this book is an extension and
explanation of a lifetime of work in the field. Containing over fifty acting exercises,
this book leads the reader step-by-step through the elements of effective screen
acting. Refreshing in its informal approach and full of instructive anecdotes,
Secrets of Screen Acting is an invaluable guide for those who wish to master the
art of acting on-screen.
Top photographer Rick Sammon shares his greatest HDR tips and tricks High
Dynamic Range (HDR) photography is a process in which a photographer shoots
multiple shots of the same subject at varying exposure settings and then
"stitches" the images together with photo-editing software into a single photo that
presents sharper color and focus than a single image. World-renowned digital
photographer and Canon Explorer of Light Rick Sammon reveals his most
amazing HDR tips, tricks, and techniques for creating the best possible HDR
images. Packed with more than 150 of Sammon's stunning full-color photos and
more than 200 techniques, this invaluable guide inspires and motivates you to
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capture and edit your own unique still-life images. World-renowned digital
photographer and Canon Explore of Light Rick Sammon reveals a wealth of
unparalleled High Dynamic Range (HDR) tips, tricks, and techniques Inspires
both amateur and experienced photographers to boost their creativity, and
improve the quality of their images in the digital darkroom Features more than
150 beautiful images from Sammon's own portfolio as well as more than 200 tips
and tricks for shooting and editing HDR images HDR Secrets for Digital
Photographers unveils an abundance of tips and tricks that will help you make
your good HDR photos great.
"A "cookbook" for creating dramatic and sometimes surreal effects using Adobe
Photoshop, including methods to create entirely new composite images or simply
improve existing images"-Features an expert's advice on getting great digital photographs, including how to
make an impact with complementary colors, the best editing tools to use, and
how to pan the camera to control the appearance of movement.
Today, society is faced with numerous internet schemes, fraudulent scams, and
means of identity theft that threaten our safety and our peace of mind. Computer
Security: Protecting Digital Resources provides a broad approach to computerrelated crime, electronic commerce, corporate networking, and Internet security,
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topics that have become increasingly important as more and more threats are
made on our internet environment. This book is oriented toward the average
computer user, business professional, government worker, and those within the
education community, with the expectation that readers can learn to use the
network with some degree of safety and security. The author places emphasis on
the numerous vulnerabilities and threats that are inherent in the Internet
environment. Efforts are made to present techniques and suggestions to avoid
identity theft and fraud. Readers will gain a clear insight into the many security
issues facing the e-commerce, networking, web, and internet environments, as
well as what can be done to keep personal and business information secure.
Focusing exclusively on light modifiers and making the most of the least
equipment, this in-depth handbook is ideal for use by the beginner and advanced
amateurs who wish to take their photography to the next level. Including
diagrams and lighting set scenes to facilitate learning and adapting technique,
step-by-step critiques of several portrait sessions, and an extensive review of a
variety of light modifying tools—from barn doors and snoots to gels, umbrellas,
and strip boxes—this invaluable textbook style book reveals the precise steps for
obtaining dimension and depth for indoor and outdoor portrait sessions. This
resource is a must-have for beginner photographers looking to discover a
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treasure trove of fresh, creative lighting inspiration, that will surely help add
diversity and creative style to your photography
Pro Secrets to Dramatic Digital PhotosPixiq
Have you ever dreamed of taking such incredible landscape photos that your
friends and family say, “Wait a minute, this is your photo?! You took this?” Well,
you’re in luck. Right here, in this book, pro photographer and award-winning
author Scott Kelby teaches you how to shoot and edit jaw-dropping landscape
photographs. Scott shares all his secrets and time-tested techniques, as he
discusses everything from his go-to essential gear and camera settings to the
landscape photography techniques you need to create absolutely stunning
images. From epic scenes at sunrise to capturing streams and waterfalls with
that smooth, silky look, and from photographing the night sky or the Milky Way to
creating breathtaking, sweeping panoramas, Scott has got you covered. Among
many other topics, you’ll learn: • The secrets to getting super-sharp, crisp
images (without having to buy a new lens). • Exactly which camera settings work
best for landscape photography and why (and which ones you should avoid). •
Where to focus your camera for tack-sharp images from foreground to
background. • How to shoot beautiful high dynamic range images and stunning
panoramas (and even HDR panos!), along with how to post-process them like a
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pro. • How to create captivating long-exposure landscape shots that wow your
viewers. • What gear you need, what gear you can skip, which accessories work
best, and a ton of killer tips that will not only help you create better images, but
make the entire experience that much more fun. It’s all here, from the planning,
to the shoot, to the post-processing—taking your images from flat to fabulous—and
best of all, it’s just one topic per page, so you’ll get straight to the info you need
fast. There has never been a landscape book like it! TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: Essential Gear Chapter 2: Camera Settings & Lenses Chapter 3:
Before Your Shoot Chapter 4: Composition Chapter 5: HDR & Panos Chapter 6:
Long Exposures Chapter 7: Starry Skies & the Milky Way Chapter 8: PostProcessing Chapter 9: Even More Tips Chapter 10: Landscape Recipes p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Verdana} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Verdana; min-height: 15.0px}
Praise for 50 Fast Digital Camera Techniques "Applying the lively techniques in
this book will make anyone's digital camera a more productive tool." -Al
Francekevich, professional photographer, on the first edition Your digital camera
is an amazing and versatile creative tool, with features and capabilities you
probably haven't even explored-until now. Here are step-by-step instructions for
50 hot new techniques that take advantage of all the latest camera features, fully
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illustrated with stunning color photos taken by the author. No matter what type of
digital camera you have, this book will help you create more professional
pictures. Your guide to amazing results with your digital camera * Select the right
shooting mode and change critical settings in seconds * Use exposure and focal
length to get sharper photos * Shoot fantastic candid, nature, and pet pictures *
Learn the secrets of shooting dramatic skyscapes and urban landscapes * Plan
shots for creative digital manipulation * Download and print your photos or share
them on the Web * Create a photographic essay or convert color shots to
artsyblack-and-white
A unique, full-color guide to the art of taking amazing photos with a digital camera
Aimed at photographers of all levels and ranges of interest, this new edition of
Aaland's popular guide takes readers beyond the technology of the latest
cameras and equipment to teach them the unique aesthetics of the digital image.
Helpful examples explain how to take full advantage of RAW file formats, JPEG
2000, panorama automation, and more. Mikkel Aaland (San Francisco, CA) is an
award-winning photographer and author whose photography has been published
in magazines and exhibited around the world.
When it comes time to show off your digital photographs, you want them to look
as professional as possible. No more portraits of Mom marred by bad lighting, no
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more of those baby shots of a lifetime ruined by a rumpled collar. This essential
guide to Photoshop Elements 4 gives you the best techniques for enhancing and
retouching your photos, and encourages you to unleash your creativity on your
photo projects. Sample files downloadable from
http://www.peachpit.com/50coolwaysPSE4 let you re-create effects and
techniques relating to nearly every aspect of digital photography, including
repairing old photographs, fixing lighting and color problems, producing
professional-looking slide shows with music and pan-and-zoom effects, creating
photo panoramas, and much more. This revised edition illuminates tools that are
new to Photoshop Elements, such as the Adjust Skin Tone command, Magic
Selection tool and Magic Extractor, and includes coverage on the more robust
Organizer and Slide Show features. In just a matter of hours, award-winning
photographer Dave Huss will have you producing better pictures than you ever
thought possible. Use professional techniques for quickly fixing your pictures:
cropping, removing red-eye, sharpening, and correcting lighting and color
problems Create dazzling slide shows with Hollywood-style effects with the
redesigned Slide Show Editor -Use the Photo Organizer to keep track of your
ever-expanding library of digital images Use a variety of tools and techniques to
turn average photos into stunning masterpieces Give photos a hand-tinted look,
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sculpt them into unique shapes, simulate natural-media paintings, and generally
make digital scrapbooking more fun Create glamour shots like a pro, using
retouching secrets for removing wrinkles and unwanted pounds -Stitch several
images together for dramatic panorama prints This book is for Windows users
only. DAVE HUSS is a photographer with 40 years of experience. He has taught
classes in digital photography and photo editing in the U.S. and Europe, and his
numerous books on these topics have been translated into six languages. He has
been honored frequently for his photo work, receiving awards in international
competitions including the Grand Prize for his photo-montage work at the Corel
International Design Contest. A contributing editor for Photoshop User magazine,
he has also appeared on CNN and TechTV.
Ever wanted to take a photo of a cyclist in motion? Shoot portraits of your loved ones that
show them at their best, or compose fine-art images that reveal your creativity? With The
Complete Photo Manual, picture-perfect photos are just a shutter's click away. Photography
books tend to be long, technical, and full of complicated jargon. For the amateur or pro who
just wants to get quick-hitting tips and loads of inspiration, this is the book that does the job. In
355 handy, easy-to-grasp hints, this book gives you what you need to know to grasp the basics
of lighting, composition, gear, working with models, and much, much more. Pro tips make this
much more than a beginner’s guide. Taking amazing pictures is getting easier and easier with
the advances in digital photography, and The Complete Photo Manual is here to help you take
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full advantage! Organized into three useful chapters (Gear & Setup, Shooting & Composing,
and Processing & Beyond), this book from the experts at Popular Photography magazine helps
you select and use cutting-edge cameras and accessories; teaches you to see the world as a
photographer does and shoot in the moment to capture great shots as they happen; and then
tweak your images in photo-processing software for next-level effects. From the subtle
(adjusting the color in a picture to create a different mood) to the artistic (compositions merging
several photos to dramatic effect) to the downright amazing (how to photograph yourself
levitating . . . it’s easier than you think!), The Complete Photo Manual opens up a whole world
of photographic possibility. Set-ups and techniques are described in detail, with easy-tounderstand illustrations and diagrams, and a wealth of beautifully inspirational photography.
Beginners will learn ways to quickly move into new realms of expertise, and even old pros will
pick up some new tricks. Anyone who has ever looked at an amazing composition or a skillful
composite and said, “How did they do that?” will find this book irresistible. Packaged in a
durable, wipe-clean flexicover with metallic corner-guards, this practical manual withstands
heavy-duty use indoors and out.
Photography books tend to be long, technical, and full of complicated jargon. For the amateur
or pro who just wants to get quick-hitting tips and loads of inspiration, this is the book that does
the job. In 355 handy, easy-to-grasp hints, this book gives you what you need to know to grasp
the basics of lighting, composition, gear, working with models, and much, much more. Pro tips
make this much more than a beginner’s guide. Taking amazing pictures is getting easier and
easier with the advances in digital photography, and The Complete Photo Manual is here to
help you take full advantage! Organized into three useful chapters (Gear & Setup, Shooting &
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Composing, and Processing & Beyond), this book from the experts at Popular Photography
magazine helps you select and use cutting-edge cameras and accessories; teaches you to see
the world as a photographer does and shoot in the moment to capture great shots as they
happen; and then tweak your images in photo-processing software for next-level effects. From
the subtle (adjusting the color in a picture to create a different mood) to the artistic
(compositions merging several photos to dramatic effect) to the downright amazing (how to
photograph yourself levitating . . . it’s easier than you think!), The Complete Photo Manual
opens up a whole world of photographic possibility. Set-ups and techniques are described in
detail, with easy-to-understand illustrations and diagrams, and a wealth of beautifully
inspirational photography. Beginners will learn ways to quickly move into new realms of
expertise, and even old pros will pick up some new tricks. Anyone who has ever looked at an
amazing composition or a skillful composite and said, “How did they do that?” will find this
book irresistible.
This is a must-have guide both for aspiring students and for established professionals who
need to keep up to speed with the current impact of recent digital developments. In this highly
visual, full colour text Michael Harris shares his professional secrets and demonstrates how to
achieve top quality architectural images. Brief histories of both architecture and architectural
photography lay the foundations for the technical applications that follow. This third edition
provides increased coverage of the revolution in digital photography, which is forcing all
photographers to review their practices. The pros and cons of these developments are
assessed through a comparison of the film and digital mediums and the highly debated
variances in their quality and cost. Michael Harris is a freelance photographer specializing in
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architectural and interior photography. His work covers a wide spectrum from industrial and
commercial, to residential photography. He is author of 'Professional Interior Photography',
also published by Focal Press. *Learn how to achieve top quality architectural images from a
leading expert *Up-to-date advice on the pros and cons of digital photography in this field *Step
by step guide to typical, profitable shooting sequences on assignment
A comprehensive guide that teachers readers the,full range of skills required to
create,outstanding nude and beauty images in black and,white. Analysing over 60 portraits, the
author,reveals the secrets behind each one and provides,details of the techniques used which
can easily be,followed or adapted by any photographer.
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